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Abstract—This work proposes a learnable filterbank based on
a multi-channel masking framework for multi-channel source
separation. The learnable filterbank is a 1D Conv layer, which
transforms the raw waveform into a 2D representation. In
contrast to the conventional single-channel masking method, we
estimate a mask for each individual microphone channel. The
estimated masks are then applied to the transformed waveform
representation like in the traditional filter-and-sum beamforming
operation. Specifically, each mask is used to multiply the corre-
sponding channel’s 2D representation, and the masked output of
all channels are then summed. At last, a 1D transposed Conv
layer is used to convert the summed masked signal into the
waveform domain. The experimental results show our method
outperforms single-channel masking with a learnable filterbank
and can outperform multi-channel complex masking with STFT
complex spectrum in the STGCSEN model if a learnable filter-
bank is transformed to a higher feature dimension. The spatial
response analysis also verifies that multi-channel masking in the
learnable filterbank domain has spatial selectivity.

Index Terms—multi-channel masking, learnable filterbank,
source separation, spacial filtering

I. INTRODUCTION

Sound source separation has many applications, which in-
clude for example signal enhancement for automatic speech
recognition and hearing-aids. In recent years, deep learning-
based single-channel source separation has been largely in-
vestigated with impressive results, e.g., [1–5]. These methods
are often conducted in the time-frequency domain. However,
accurate reconstruction of the phase of the clean sources is a
nontrivial problem and the erroneous estimation of the phase
introduces an upper bound on the accuracy of the reconstructed
audio [1]. Models that use learned filterbank such as TasNets
are able to consistently outperform models based on the short-
time Fourier transform (STFT) features in speech separation
[1, 6, 7].

In the multi-channel scenario, separation performance can
be improved by leveraging the additional spatial information
between different microphone signals. Therefore, the extrac-
tion of spatial features is key to the success of multi-channel
source separation. Conventionally, multi-channel signal en-
hancement or separation is often handled through beamform-
ing (or spatial filtering) [8, 9], which applies a linear spatial
filter to weight (mask) different microphone channels in the
STFT domain in order to suppress non-target source signal
components. However, its performance depends on reliable

estimation of spatial information, which can be challenging
in noisy conditions.

Motivated by the success of deep learning in single-channel
source separation, a recent line of works propose to combine
supervised single-channel techniques with beamforming meth-
ods for multi-channel cases, e.g., [10–13]. These approaches
are often termed neural beamforming, which is mainly ac-
complished by predicting the beamforming weights directly
or indirectly. More recently, all-deep-learning beamforming
paradigms, e.g., ADL-MVDR [14], EaBNet [15], TaylorBeam-
former [16], and [17] were proposed. In these works, the mask
estimation, spatial covariance calculation, and beamforming
are integrated into a whole network and trained in an end-to-
end manner. The authors in [18] proposed to estimate multi-
channel masks where each mask weights (masks) the noisy
signal of the corresponding input channel, then the masked
signals are summed, acting as a filter-and-sum beamforming
operation. This method is simple and effective while it does
not require additional spatial features such as the inter-channel
phase and level differences. However, this method operates
in the STFT domain, and similar operations with a learnable
filterbank have not been exploited.

In this paper, we explore the multi-channel masking strategy
in the transformed waveform representation (i.e., learnable
filterbank domain) for multi-channel sound source separation.
Specifically, we use one-dimensional convolution (1D Conv)
layer to encode each channel’s time-domain signal into a
2D intermediate representation as the input of the multi-
mask estimation network. After estimating multiple masks, the
similar process is performed to that of the traditional filter-and-
sum beamforming, i.e., each channel mask is element-wise
multiplicated with the output of the filterbank, and the masked
(weighted) representations are then summed. We evaluate the
approach using a simulated dataset on two source separation
models based on IC Conv-TasNet [19] and STGCSEN [20].

II. MULTI-CHANNEL MASKING WITH LEARNABLE
FILTERBANK

We consider multi-channel speech and noise mixture signal
of c = 1, .., C channels in the time domain:

xc(t) = sc(t) + nc(t), (1)
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Fig. 1: Overview of proposed multi-channel masking frame-
work for sound source separation

where xc(t), sc(t), and nc(t) are the noisy speech, clean
speech and noise captured by the c-th microphone at time
t, respectively. Our aim is to extract the speech signal sm(t),
while suppressing the noise component nm(t), i.e., to recover
one single-channel clean speech signal, where m denotes
reference microphone channel. The proposed architecture for
multi-channel sound source separation is shown in Fig. 1. It
consists of three modules: learnable encoder, multi-channel
masking module and learnable decoder, all of which are
described in subsequent sections.

A. Learnable encoder

Similarly to IC Conv-TasNet, we segment the signal into
segments which length is T samples xc, denoted as xc ∈
RT×N . N represents the number of segments, i.e., time
frames. We then use a 1D Conv layer with F filters to en-
code these segmented waveform signals into 2D intermediate
representation, but without ReLU activation function. The
transformation is formulated as

Xc = Uc · xc, (2)

where Uc ∈ RF×T is the 1D Conv filters with F × T learn-
able parameters and · represents the multiplication operation.
Xc ∈ RF×N is the transformed 2D representation. The 1D
Conv encoder converts each segmented waveform signal into
a feature vector of length F .

B. Multi-channel masking module

Conventional single-channel masking networks estimate sin-
gle mask (real-valued or complex-valued) for multi-channel
input signals, which is used to multiply reference microphone
to estimate the desired signal. However, the mask is only
estimated for the reference channel. To utilize full-channel
information, [17, 18] proposed learning-based deep beam-
forming networks, which use neural networks to predict the
complex-valued mask for each channel. With multi-channel
inputs, the beamforming network filters the multi-channel
STFT of array signals to produce enhanced signals.

Motivated by the success of the frequency domain neural
filter-and-sum beamforming method in speech enhancement,
we borrow the neural filter-and-sum beamforming idea to
learnable filterbank domain for source separation. As seen
in Fig. 1, the mask estimation network estimates the mask
for each encoder channel, and the mask values can be freely
estimated. We will summarize possible multi-mask estima-
tion networks in Section III. After getting multiple masks,
each estimated mask is element-wise multiplicated with the

corresponding channel’s encoder output. The final filterbank
domain representation of the reference channel Ŝm ∈ RF×N

is obtained as

Ŝm =

C∑
c=1

Mc �Xc, (3)

where Mc ∈ RF×N indicates the mask of the c-th channel
and � represents element-wise multiplication. This process
can be viewed as filter-and-sum beamforming operation and
M = {Mc}Cc=1 ∈ RC×F×N can be taken as the weights of a
filter-and-sum beamformer in the transform domain.

C. Learnable decoder

After getting the masked encoder outputs Ŝm, a 1D trans-
posed Conv is used to reconstruct them into time domain
signal. The segments of extracted target speech are obtained
as

ŝm = V · Ŝm, (4)

where V ∈ RT×F is the 1D transposed Conv filters with
T × F learnable parameters. The reconstructed segments
ŝm ∈ RT×N are transformed into the final waveform using
the overlap-and-add operation.

III. EVALUATION

A. Dataset

The dataset is constructed based on the publicly available
CHiME-3 simulated dataset [21]. Since there is a mismatch
between training, development and testing sets [22, 23], we
only use the CHiME-3 simulated training set and generate
new training, validation and testing subsets. The CHiME-
3 simulated training data was constructed by mixing clean
utterances into environment background recordings.

The multi-channel background noises were recorded in four
noisy locations: bus, cafe, pedestrian area, and street junction.
For each location, four or five sessions were recorded at
different time, with a duration of about 0.5 hours for each
session. Every noise location has different sessions and the
noises distribute uniformly in a single session. We cut the long
noise sessions into many short non-overlapping samples for
each channel according to the maximal speech sample duration
of the WSJ0 SI-84 training set. Those short noise samples
of every long noise session were randomly divided to three
noise partitions: training, validation and test. The training,
validation and test noise partitions have approximately 60%,
20% and 20% samples, respectively. We also split the original
clean speech samples into training, validation and test subsets
according to different speakers, resulting in 4500, 1388 and
1250 speech samples, respectively. The clean speech samples
were then convolved with time-varying impulse responses and
the generated multi-channel speech samples were used as the
target speech signals to mixture with noise samples. The time-
varying impuse response is computed in the STFT domain
using a multiplicative transfer function between microphone
array recording and a simultaneous close-miked recording of
CHiME-3 real single-speaker recordings. The signal powers



of the multi-channel speech samples were then normalized
to match target SNR values, with respect to the total power
of the multi-channel noise recording across channels. The
SNRs between speech and noise signals have an average of
approximately 5 dB. As the short noise samples have longer
duration than most of speech samples, we randomly choose
each noise sample’s starting and ending point while keeping
it the same duration as the target speech sample for every
channel. The chosen noise sample was then added to the
normalized speech sample for each channel to get multi-
channel noisy speech mixtures. Some of the noise samples
might be selected multiple times for the number of noise
samples is less than speech samples in every partition. The
new training, validation and test sets have 4500, 1388 and
1250 noisy speech samples in each channel, respectively.

B. Baseline methods and evaluation models

We compare our method to two baselines: single-channel
masking with learnable filterbank and multi-channel complex
masking with STFT complex spectrum. We use the same
multi-channel complex masking with STFT complex spectrum
approach as described in [18]. The performances of these
methods are examined in two different model architectures
for multi-channel source separation based on IC Conv-TasNet
and STGCSEN. In the original IC Conv-TasNet, following the
last PReLU activation function, two 1× 1 2D Conv layers are
used to map channel dimension to one and feature dimension
to encoder dimension, respectively. A sigmoid function is
subsequently used to predict a mask. In the proposed method,
we use C 1× 1 2D Conv layers in parallel and every 2D
Conv layer maps the channel dimension to one, thus we get
six independent output channels in total. Each of the parallel
six 2D Conv layers is followed by one 1 x 1 2D Conv layer
to map the number of features to each channel’s encoder
dimension. Since the multi-channel masking method performs
like a beamformer, beamformer weights should not be limited
to [0-1]. We directly take the output of each channel as the
mask instead of using the sigmoid function. When estimating
a single-channel mask based on IC Conv-TasNet, we remove
the sigmoid function to output a real-valued mask to make it
comparable with multi-channel masking.

For STGCSEN-based model, we take five spatial-temporal
modules of STGCSEN as the mask estimation network to
estimate single mask or multiple masks. More specifically,
we use a 1× 1 2D Conv layer to reduce channel dimension
to one from the last spatial-temporal module, then estimate a
real-valued mask. In the case of estimating multiple masks, we
use six 1× 1 2D Conv layers to map channel dimension to six
from the last spatial-temporal module. When comparing multi-
channel masking with different representations, we only need
to switch between 1D Conv encoder/decoder and STFT/inverse
STFT.

C. Training and network configuration

The loss function to minimize was negative signal-to-
distortion ratio (SDR) [24]. We use the Adam optimizer to

train the models with a fixed learning rate of 3× 10−3 and
total of 50 training epochs with a mini-batch of size eight
utterances. The model with the most smallest loss on the
validation set was selected as the final model. In training,
we cut the data into 3-second segments. If the length of an
utterance is longer than 3 seconds, it is cut to 3 seconds,
and if it is shorter than 3 seconds, it is made to 3 seconds
by zero padding. We selected hyperparameters of the best
performing IC Conv-TasNet [19]: 8 dilated Conv layers in
each TCN blocks, 3 TCN blocks, 512 encoder dimension,
128 bottleneck feature dimension, 64 input channel dimension
in dilated Conv layers, and 256 output channel dimension in
dilated Conv layers.

D. Results

TABLE I: Performance of IC Conv-TasNet

Methods F T PESQ STOI SDR

SC-Learn 512 256 2.66 0.963 19.7

MC-Learn
512 256 2.68 0.964 19.9
256 256 2.72 0.966 20.0
512 512 2.40 0.954 18.4

MC-STFT 256 256 2.86 0.969 20.7
512 512 2.62 0.963 19.6

TABLE II: Performance of STGCSEN

Methods F T PESQ STOI SDR

SC-Learn 512 256 2.23 0.938 16.0

MC-Learn
512 256 2.34 0.952 17.8
256 256 2.05 0.947 16.6
512 512 2.10 0.944 16.6

MC-STFT 256 256 2.06 0.946 16.4
512 512 2.25 0.950 17.0

Three metrics were used to measure the separation perfor-
mance: SDR, perceptual evaluation of speech quality (PESQ)
[25], and the short-time objective intelligibility measure
(STOI) [26]. Table 1 and Table 2 present the performance of IC
Conv-TasNet and STGCSEN based separation models in test
set under different F and T values. F represents the number of
encoder features or frequency bins of STFT complex spectrum
(real+imaginary). T indicates the window size. The hop size is
set to half of the window size. We make a comparison between
multi-channel masking with learnable filterbank (indicated as
MC-Learn) and single-channel masking with learnable filter-
bank (indicated as SC-Learn) with (F , T ) = (512, 256) for both
models. MC-Learn method outperforms the SC-Learn method
in all three objective metrics, especially for the STGCSEN
model. It demonstrates that multi-channel masking can learn
more spatial information, acting as a beamformer. For multi-
channel masking with learnable filterbank vs. multi-channel
complex masking with STFT complex spectrum (indicated as
MC-STFT), we set two groups of (F , T ): (256, 256) and
(512, 512). From the testing results, We can see MC-STFT
method generally has better performance than the MC-Learn
method when F equals T . That might be induced by the



benefit of complex masking, which can make more use of
phase information. Except for evaluating the two methods in
the same F and T values, we also compare different different
F and T values, i.e., (512, 256). We find an interesting result,
in STGCSEN model, MC-Learn method outperforms the MC-
STFT method when F is larger than T . That could be at-
tributed to a larger feature dimension has more discriminative
representation for separation when the learnable filterbank
transforms the windowed waveform signal into large feature
space.

IV. ANALYSIS OF SPATIAL RESPONSE

The multi-channel masking solution with learnable filter-
bank can be seen as a signal-dependent beamforming operation
working in a transform domain other than the typical Fourier
one. That allows us to analyze also the spatial properties of
the masks. However, multi-channel masks in a time-frequency
domain such as the STFT have a direct interpretation as
beamforming weights for a certain time-frequency point, and
spatial analysis can be performed by applying such weights
to the modeled or measured multi-channel array frequency
response for multiple directions. In the signal domain of a
learnable filterbank, such a direct interpretation is not possible.
To analyze the spatial properties of the masking network in
this case, we treat it as a black box and we observe its input-
output signal relationships by passing appropriate time-domain
input signals. Our evaluation uses the generated simulated test
set, and our process to evaluate the spatial responses consists
of the following steps:

a. We model the steering vectors hk(n) =

[h
(k)
1 (n), ..., h

(k)
C (n)] of the 6-channel array under

study for a dense uniform spherical grid of K = 5100
directions-of-arrival (DOA), using the array geometry
of the CHiME-3. We assume omnidirectional sensors
and plane-wave propagation, in which case the steering
vectors reduce to pure delay terms dependent on each
DOA.

b. We simulate discrete sinusoidal input signals z(f, n) =
sin 2πfn/Fsr of frequency f for the target samplerate
Fsr = 16 kHz with the same duration as the speech
utterances in the dataset. These are convolved with the
array steering vectors for each kth direction, resulting
in multi-channel sinusoidal array signals xk(f, n) =
z(f, n)∗hk(n), k = 1, ..,K, with ∗ denoting convolution
operation.

c. To simplify the analysis further, the time-varying position
of the CHiME-3 single speaker recordings is extracted us-
ing the provided speaker localization routines of CHiME-
3, and recordings are selected in which the speaker
position does not vary significantly over the duration of
the utterance (in the range of 2-3 cm). These recordings
are used to generate reference multi-channel masks that
are used for the spatial analysis, with a known mean
speaker position and DOA.

d. The sinusoidal recordings xk(f, n) are passed through the
encoder-decoder network, and a reference multi-channel

(a) (b)

Fig. 2: Beampattern for sinusoidal input signal of 1kHz:
(a) Delay-and-sum beamformer in the time domain steered
to speaker DOA, (b) Multi-channel masking with learnable
filterbank domain. The red dot indicates the target speaker
DOA.

mask is applied to them, computed in the previous step.
The output signal of the network y(f, n) is then generated
through Eq. (3)-(4).

e. By analyzing the input-output power ratio we evalu-
ate a spatial beamforming power response bk(f) =∑

n y
2(f, n)/

∑
n z

2(f, n) , for excitation frequency f .
For a certain reference speaker DOA from one of the test

samples resulting in reference masks applied to the input
signals, we expect to see a spatial response that is concentrated
around the speaker DOA. In Fig. 2, we can see one such
example for a speaker at a position around 25 cm above/front
of the array, resulting in a DOA of (156°, 86°) in azimuth
and elevation. The red dot indicates the speaker DOA. Fig.
2 (a) shows the beampattern of a plain delay-and-sum beam-
former steered towards the known speaker DOA, while Fig.
2 (b) shows the beampattern of multi-channel masking with a
learnable filterbank ((F , T )=(512, 256)). In this case the DOA
is unknown, however the masking clearly indicates spatial
selectivity around the speaker DOA. ´

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we proposed a novel neural spatial filtering
method based on multi-channel masking with a learnable
filterbank, which essentially estimates a group of filters and
applies filter-and-sum beamforming operation. We evaluated it
by separating the reference channel’s speech signal from multi-
channel noisy speech mixtures. The experimental results show
the proposed method can outperform single-channel masking
with learnable filterbank approach and also performs better
than multi-channel complex masking with STFT complex
spectrum in the STGCSEN model. The analyse of spatial
response demonstrates our approach has indeed spatial selec-
tivity.
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